Jon Benjamin Tallerås
wander ponder going yonder

Jon Benjamin Tallerås investigates urban space and different ways of
navigating the city, often exploring semi-concealed routes through
the metropolitan landscape. I first encountered his video work, Andre veier (Other ways), as part of the BA degree show at the Academy
of Fine Art in Oslo (KHiO) in 2011. It showed the artist on a Sunday
morning climbing up empty scaffolding with a handheld camera. His
alternative, vertical journey offered a new, shaky view of the urban
environment imbued with a slightly illicit but joyfully explorative
spirit. The video work Climbing, Swinging, Leaping (2011) was then
shown at Tallerås’s first solo exhibition at Kunsthall Oslo in 2012. A
fixed camera on the other side of the street recorded the artist nimbly skipping over a gate, before scaling a drain pipe, bare-handed,
climbing up the building’s façade, and carefully traversing the roof. A
year later, his work Errant Wandering (2013) was included in a group
exhibition at Oslo Kunstforening (Sparebankstiftelsen DnB Stipendutstilling). In this video, shot on the east side of Oslo with graffiti as a
frequent backdrop, the main protagonist, hands in pockets, saunters
in, around and behind the urban architecture, passing through holes
in fences, under trees, squeezing into small gaps between buildings,
but also wandering through sections of greenery: natural vegetation
with tall grass, wild flowers and assorted bushes.
For a curatorial project like Munchmuseet on the Move, which is
based, as the title indicates, on movement through the city of Oslo
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with the expressed aim of highlighting unnoticed details and neglected aspects of the area the Munch Museum is moving through on its
journey from Tøyen to Bjørvika, Tallerås’s practice – with its alternative ways of navigating the urban landscape and celebration of unnoticed nooks and crannies – was highly pertinent. Tallerås’s project for
Munchmuseet on the Move consists of three parts. Adieu to Here No
Matter Where is a silkscreen print mounted in the Munch Museum’s
atrium. The work shows the outline of the artist’s walks in Oslo, spelling out the letters of the title, which is taken from French poet Arthur
Rimbaud (1854–1891). Via the Runkeeper app, Tallerås’s 28 kilometre
walks have been transcribed onto a map as letters.
Footnotes is an audio guide for the streets of the borough known as
Gamle Oslo (Old Oslo), which takes individuals on a tour of highlights from Tallerås’s many walks in the Munch Museum’s neighbourhood, through Tøyen and Grønland. The audio guide becomes a journey that highlights seemingly concealed elements, back gardens and
pathways. It is also a sound piece, in which the recorded ambient
noise through the listener’s headphones creates a doubling effect in
the experience of moving through the urban landscape.
The 45-minute walk leads from the Munch Museum to a temporary
space in Galleri Oslo. This much-maligned building was erected in
1988 as a shopping arcade and walkway from Oslo’s bus terminal.
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Recently, it has again become the subject of debate under the heading “The ruins of postmodernism” (“Postmodernismens ruiner”,
debate in Morgenbladet, June 2016). The solo exhibition in Galleri Oslo, this provisional outpost of the Munch Museum, shows a
new photographic series by Tallerås, entitled Loitering Linguistics, in
which the artist has captured some of the spray-painted symbols that
exist in the urban locality: seemingly random crosses, semi-circles
and other markings. Earlier video works are also part of the exhibition, and act as context for Tallerås’s on-going investigations into the
urban context, walking in the city, and his interest the concealed
communication at play across the cityscape.
This publication functions as both a catalogue for the exhibition
wander ponder going yonder and as an alternative platform for presenting parts of Tallerås’s artistic process. It therefore includes both
documentary images of the work in situ in the exhibition and inprocess sketches that offer an insight into Tallerås’s thinking around
this three-part project. In addition to this foreword, I have written
smaller introductions to the images that illustrate each component of
the project.
Natalie Hope O’Donnell
Curator
Munchmuseet on the Move
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Adieu to Here No Matter Where, The Munch Museum, Tøyen.
Jon Benjamin Tallerås took the loose definition of the triangular territory for the curatorial project Munchmuseet on the Move literally
and walked every street inside the triangle, which stretches from the
Munch Museum at Tøyen to the site of the new museum, currently
under construction at the waterfront of Bjørvika, and up to Ekebergskrenten, the alleged site for Edvard Munch’s Scream (1893). Tallerås
meticulously recorded the time spent and the distance travelled on
each one of the streets inside the “Munch Triangle” onto a handdrawn map. This sketch, now destroyed, forms the backdrop to the
work Adieu to Here No Matter Where (2016).
Expanding the strategy to encompass the whole city of Oslo, the artist walked the letters of the quote from French poet Arthur Rimbaud
where the street map allowed the letters to be drawn. Via the Runkeeper app, his walks were recorded and could be transcribed onto a
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Google map. The 28 kilometres that make up the letters in Adieu to
Here No Matter Where do not begin to encompass the many kilometres the artist has walked between the different streets.
The use of Rimbaud is indicative of Tallerås’s penchant of walking as
an artistic approach, and hints at the anxiety associated with constantly being on the move. With a practice based on movement, there
is no stopping, no turning back. Frédéric Gros, one of Tallerås’s many
literary references, wrote of Rimbaud in his book A Philosophy of
Walking (2014):
‘Adieu to here, no matter where’… Taking to the road always
means departing: leaving behind… And when you leave, you always feel this mixture of anxiety and light-heartedness. Anxious
because you are abandoning something (coming back is a failure; it is impossible to come back on foot, except from a simple
short stroll; but when you walk for a long time, several days,
it’s impossible; walking means going forward; the road is long,
coming back would mean wasted hours; time is serious and
weighty). But light-hearted due to all you are leaving behind;
the others stay, remain on the spot, stuck. While our lightness of
heart is carrying us somewhere else, trembling.
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Footnotes, Tøyengata 53 – Schweigaards gate 14
Footnotes is an audio-guide through the urban landscape of eastern
Oslo, leading listeners from the Munch Museum at Tøyen to Galleri Oslo in Schweigaards gate. Via his own commentary recorded
on-site, Tallerås takes listeners on an intimate tour of some of his favoured spots in the area. Highlighting idiosyncrasies, anecdotes and
places used in earlier works, this is a highly personal audio-guide,
and one that can be seen as an ode to the city of Oslo.
Tallerås draws attention to the different languages that operate in the
urban landscape, some acting as navigational tools for the blind, like
the markings at pedestrian crossings and metal plates in the pavement, while others communicate to construction and maintenance
workers where a job needs doing. Tallerås’s background from the
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graffiti scene also enables him to recognise different tags, translating
some of the terms that are incomprehensible to most people moving
through the city.
Footnotes is also a journey through a soundscape: school pupils singing, kids playing football, someone whistling, old men chatting, sirens
wailing. The different cadences, accents and inflections heard on the
soundtrack indicate that this is a culturally and linguistically diverse
neighbourhood.
The sound piece also acts as a time capsule: a fleeting moment captured on tape. The audio-guide had to be re-recorded several times
as the city changed over the summer: suddenly the Galleri GAD shipping containers were gone from outside the Munch Museum, the gate
into one of the back gardens was abruptly locked after being open for
years, and the local council refurbished the mural at Enerhaugen. The
city is constantly being altered, particularly this area, which has been
the site of recent gentrification, boosted by the so-called Tøyenløftet, an injection of state and municipal funds over five years in return for the Munch Museum moving from Tøyen. Instead of trying to
keep up with the changes, together we decided that the soundtrack
should exist as it was. That way, it became a celebration of details
that had disappeared from the urban landscape.
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Galleri Oslo, Schweigaards gate 14
Housing Oslo’s bus terminal and straddling two boroughs, the long,
overbuilt concourse named Galleri Oslo was erected in 1988, and
was Europe’s longest shopping arcade at the time. It was initially celebrated as a grand example of Norwegian postmodernist architecture, but 20 years later its time had passed. Galleri Oslo was voted
Oslo’s ugliest building in 2008 by national newspaper Aftenposten,
and plans to demolish it have been discussed since 2010. The site is
equidistant from the current Munch Museum at Tøyen and the new
museum under construction on the waterfront in Bjørvika.
The two spaces in Galleri Oslo – one facing the over-built “street”
and the other facing the heavily trafficked corner of Schweigaards
gate – provided the opportunity to create a contextualising antechamber for the new work, presented in the semi-circular second
space. The installation in the antechamber contains two video works:
Errant Wandering (2013) and Ingen veier utenom/No alternate route
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(2015). Both show a young man navigating the cityscape of Oslo,
climbing over fences, jumping onto roofs, swinging under railings.
Béton brut (Viksjø blues) I (2015) is a bright yellow, acrylic cast of a
door in Kjølberggata in the Tøyen area. It sits on a strange, defunct
terrace of Galleri Oslo, walled in, and inaccessible from inside and
outside unless one climbs over a sloping glass wall. Highlighting this
space with the bright yellow sculpture can be seen as an homage to
architectural idiosyncrasies that evoke Tallerås’s project for Lofoten
International Art Festival (LIAF) in 2015. In the commissioned work
Experiments, propositions, decay and deterioration (2015), he photographed makeshift improvements to steps, mailboxes, garages, and
suchlike in the small town of Svolvær in the archipelago of Lofoten in
northern Norway. With curiosity rather than ridicule, Tallerås tenderly captured vernacular architecture with its DIY modifications.
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A new photographic series with accompanying text, Untitled 1–4
(2016), provides a variation on the sound piece Footnotes with outtakes from No alternate route. Seemingly innocuous places in the city
are provided with a brief, handwritten narratives. They are hung from
clip frames found on subway cars and trams, hinting at their belonging elsewhere in the city. An installation of park benches creates
rhythm in the first gallery space. The benches have been borrowed
from the metropolitan landscape – and will be returned after the
end of the exhibition – they are in the process of being phased out,
in favour of more solid, immobile urban furniture. They are in various states of disrepair, but function as seating for those who want to
pause and pore over some of the books that have informed Tallerås’s
work, directly or obliquely. There are 11 books in total, including Ian
Borden’s Skateboarding, Space and the City: Architecture and the
Body (2001), Jane Jacobs’s The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961), and Knut Hamsun’s Hunger (1890) and Wayfarers (1927).
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munication that operate in the city, from the construction industry
via graffiti to the language of photography, which Tallerås himself
employs.
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